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COPYRIGHT 
The last time I wrote something – a short book on this topic, someone stole it and published it under their 
own name. 
 
I am happy for you to use this workbook along with the video on presentationskillsHQ.com, but please 
don’t steal it and reproduce it.  Here’s the legal bit. 
 
This work is copyright. Apart from any use permitted under the Copyright Act 1968, no part may be 
reproduced by any process, nor may any other exclusive right be exercised, without the permission of the 
High Performance People Group (2021). 
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This workbook is to accompany the video 
found at 

https://presentationskillshq.com/tools-
2/foundations-of-presentation-skills/ 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
We’ve been teaching presentation skills for 20 years and have worked with students presenting at 
University to teams successfully pitching for hundreds of millions of dollars in national infrastructure 
projects. We’ve worked with people suffering from chronic Glossophobia all the way through to very 
confident keynote speakers. 
 
What we have found is that there are some recurring foundational components to all presentations that 
will put the presenter in a strong position irrespective of the type of presentation. We have looked to 
capture those in this program. 
 

 
This is an introductory program, if you would like to have a look at a more advanced programs have a look 
at the Extreme Presentation Method under the same tab.  
 
 

“Simplicity Is the Ultimate Sophistication”.  

Leonardo da Vinci 

This workbook is to accompany the video found at presentationskillshq.com, under the tools tab on the 
home page. 
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SITUATION ANALYSIS 
 
The situation analysis is represented by the acronym COMPASS.  Which aligns to setting the direction of 
the presentation.  
 
 Not all parts of the compass need to be completed – such as ‘speaker’, as in most situations this is a given. 
Don’t forget to start at the bottom and work your way to the top. 
 
The importance of the presentation will determine how much detail you put into this step. Irrespective of 
the importance, you need to think about every step for every presentation. 
 
 

“The beginning is the most important part of the work.”  

Plato Athenian Philosopher 
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SITUATION ANALYSIS 
 

  

Complexity / 
Time 

Be realistic about what can be achieved in the time you have. Given your audiences 
knowledge is the complexity High Medium or Low? 

Occasion Why are you presenting? Monthly update, sales presentation or asking for a 
promotion? 

Medium Where will you be presenting, in a coffee shop or on a stage? 

Purpose What do you want as an outcome?  

Audience Who are you presenting to? 

Subject What’s the topic?  

Speaker Do you have the right person presenting 
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CONTENT 
 
One of the biggest challenges in putting together a presentation is deciding what to put in and what to 
leave out. 
 
The answer is relatively simple – if it’s not relevant leave it out.  Having content that is interesting but not 
relevant just takes up space in people’s heads (cognitive load) and takes their focus away from the 
problem you are trying to solve for them. 
 
Rehearse your stories, there’s nothing worse than a story that goes nowhere. 
 
Make sure your Anecdotes have a dynamic.  Check out the YouTube video by Kurt Vonnegut “The shape of 
Stories” where he explains the importance of “misery and ecstasy” in shaping stories (reflecting on my 
video – my anecdote examples need a bit more work!)  
 
Research doesn’t have to be scientific research or a peer reviewed paper – it can be your collection of 
views of several peers or opinions of someone in a position of authority. 
 
Something interesting still needs to be relevant, but it has more impact if it has a wow factor.  So, in the 
video I talk about Kelly McGonigal’s research and the wow is “only those who think stress is bad die from 
it.” 
 
 
 

“Rule 1: The only reason for the existence of a presentation of an idea is 
that it be an answer to a problem. ... If you think you can break this rule, 

you are better than the best essayists, novelists, and dramatists in history. 
So far, none of them has ever done so successfully." 

Henry Boettinger 
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CONTENT 
 

  

Stories Anecdotes 
  

Research Something Interesting 
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STRUCTURE 
 
 
There are many ways to structure a presentation and what we describe in the video is a very robust 
structure that will serve you well. 
 

“Artfully organize your points for maximum impact. This is where you will 
structure your presentation for the utmost persuasiveness.”  

Cicero, Roman statesman 
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STRUCTURE  
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Topic  
Objective 

 

Credibility  

Transition  

Background    

Division 
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M Body  
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E Conclusion 

Summary  

Thankyou  

Questions  
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VISUALS 
 
Three important points regarding visuals. 
 

1. Complete your strategy first and develop your visual aids second. 
2. Use visuals to emphasise your main points – don’t have a slide for everything. 
3. You are the most important visual aid. 

 
Have a look on the website and you will find some good references on how to construct compelling 
visuals. 
 
Pay particular attention to the books by Abela, Duarte and Reynolds. 
 

  

  

“Good design has two key elements: Graphical elegance is often found in simplicity of 
design and complexity of data.”   

Edward Tuft 
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VISUALS 
 

Make notes on which visuals you are going to include in your next presentation to highlight your main 
points. 

  You! Probably the most influential visual aid you have 

Electronic PowerPoint 

 Prezi 

 Video 

Drawn Flip Chart 

 White Board  

 White Board Electronic 

 Handouts 

Artefacts Objects 

 Props – picture 

Demonstrations Interactive 

 Individual 
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DELIVERY 
 
Whether you struggle with confidence or love the stage, delivery just takes work. 
 
We are doing our hard work a disservice if we don’t put effort into our delivery skills. 
If we don’t, then what’s the pint of presenting? 
 
I’m not suggesting that we must present like Steve Jobs, Martin Luther King Jr, or your favourite actor 
(although we can learn a lot from them), However I am suggesting that we be authentic, and as corny as it 
sounds, be the best you can be by discovering what you are capable of. 
 
Some ways to find out what you are capable of are: 

• Watching videos of authentic presenters and finding one thing you like and seeing if it works for 
you. 

• Take feedback from people, identify one recuring theme, work on it for a month, then find another 
one and repeat the process. 

• Rehearse and rehearse out loud. Do it in front of someone or record it on your phone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Very few people will appreciate the music if you just show them the 
notes, most of us need to listen to the music to understand how beautiful it 
is. But that’s how we present, we just show them the notes we don’t play 

the music.”  

Dr Hans Rosling 
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DELIVERY 
Make notes on where you need to put your focus to either have greater impact or improve your delivery 
skills. 

 
  Verbal 

Vocabulary  

Simple Language  

Anecdotes  

   

Non-Verbal 

Tone:             Pace         

 Pause  

 Fillers  

Style: Pitch  

 Loudness  

    

Facial 
Expression 

Forehead  

Eyes / Nose  

Mouth / Lips  

   

Gestures 

Counting Off  

Placing things in space  

Dynamics  

   

Movement 

Move to the screen  

Balance the room  

Stand Still  
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Music 

Music: https://www.bensound.com/royalty-free-music 
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